
 

 

Provisional Part Panel-1 for Level-5 (Goods Guard) under CEN No.01/2019 NTPC 
 

1. Based on the performance in the Computer Based Test CBT-1, CBT-2, and Documentary Verification 
cum Medical Examination from 06.02.2023 to 13.02.2023, & 16.02.2023 for Absent candidates by the 
Railway Recruitment Board, Gorakhpur for various notified posts of Level-05 under CEN 01/2019, 
Candidates bearing the following roll numbers arranged in ascending order(not in order of merit) 
horizontally have been provisionally shortlisted for Provisional part Panel-1 as per their Merit, 
Community and Post preference in Level-05 Posts.  

2. There are some candidates having some shortcoming in their submitted Documents/Biometric 
Verification or their Medical Fitness report is pending. The result of these candidates is being 
withheld. 

3. In case of two or more candidates securing same marks, their merit position has been determined by 
age criteria. Older person has been placed at higher merit and in case age being same, then 
alphabetical order (A to Z) of the name has been taken into account to break the tie. 

4. Candidature of all the candidates appearing in this provisional Part panel is purely provisional and is 
liable to be cancelled in case of any inconsistency/deficiency of the data furnished by them in the 
online application or any mal-practice on the part of candidate coming to the notice of RRB at any 
stage of appointment/recruitment process. It may be noted that merely getting placed in the 
provisional Part panel does not entitle her/him in any way to an appointment in the railway. 

5. While every care has been taken in preparing this provisional Part panel, RRB reserve the rights to 
rectify any inadvertent error or typographical/printing mistakes.  

6. The name of candidates of this Provisional Part panel ae being forwarded to Principal Chief Personnel 
officer, North Eastern Railway, Gorakhpur. Further course of action on their appointment will be 
taken by Principal Chief Personnel Officer, N.E.Railway after due verification & ensuring fulfilment of 
eligibility criteria like production of Original/Current Certificates of Educational/Technical 
Qualification, Date of Birth, Caste, Past Character/antecedents/Affidavits where necessary etc 
according to the Centralised Employment Notice No.01/2019 and corrigendum issued thereto from 
time to time and for which the candidates will be informed individually by the N.E.Railway. All 
candidates will be required to submit an affidavit that their Degree/Diploma certificate and Caste 
certificate, as the case may be, are genuine and valid. 
 

Post: Goods Guard, Category-3(NER) 
191191170282755 191191190115311 191191190376454 191191240001444 191192120179806 
191192130342182 191192170242926 191192190188878 191192190217346 191192190366599 
191193120091073 191193260047396 191194120325597 191194130234374 191194130295251 
191194130332431 191194130355936 191194170330881 191194190008223 191194190011515 
191194190157084 191195130059062 191195130074432 191195170003007 191195190079068 

 
7. Important: Beware of the touts who may misguide the candidates with false promises of getting them 

selected for the job on illegal consideration. The recruitment process in the RRB exams is fully 
computerised and the selection is based purely on the merit of candidates. 

8. Candidates are advised to regularly visit RRB’s official website for the updates. 
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